U Fold Card

1.

(folds flat)

Cut Pacific Point card base 11-3/4” x 4-1/8”and score on 11-3/4” side at 2” and 3-7/8”
on each side. The score lines are folded to create the U shape like this

2. Cut Pacific Point card for front panel at 2” x 7-3/4”
This is glued along the front of the card as support

3. Cut Pacific Point card for table support beam at 1” x 6”
Score on 6” side at 1” and 5” Fold and burnish score lines to
create tabs. Then glue the tabs on either side of the U
shape, at the same level as the front support bar. This will
provide a support when the workbench top is folded down.
4. Cut Pacific Point card for table top at 4” x 3-7/8” and score
on 4” side at 2” burnish score line then apply glue to bottom half
only. Table top is glued to the inside of the front support bar
5. Cut Delightful Dijon card for side panels 1-3/4” x 4” (you need 2)
Glue in place
6. Cut Urban Underground DSP for back of work bench at 3-3/4” x 2-1/2” Glue in place
7. Cut wood effect DSP or hardwood stamped cardstock to create a Workbench top (I
used cork card) 3-3/4” x 1-3/4” glue in place. Use the same to create two smaller side
panels measuring 1-3/4" x 2” and glue as a layer onto the Delightful Dijon panels
8. Cut a piece of Going Places DSP with blueprint pattern 1-1/2” x 1 1/2" this will be
‘pinned’ to side panel using a Nailed it embellishment. Do the same on the other side
with 3 pieces of paper 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” You can curl paper using a bone folder to make
it look more realistic
9. Cut Pacific Point card for drawer fronts, one is 3-3/4” x 1” and the other is
3-3/4” x 3/4". Use foam pads to glue the bottom drawer and then top drawer
is glued flat. I punched silver card using the bow punch to make drawer handles
10. Cut Whisper White card for back of card for message at
4” x 3-3/4” be careful when stamping as not square, the shorter
shorter side goes along the top
11. You will need silver card and use the Nailed It framelits to cut the
ruler for the back of work bench and for a spanner to glue on the
work bench. I added nuts and bolts on each side panel. The circle waste from the nut
die can be scored in the middle to look like a screw head
12. You will need a small piece of Whisper White card 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” to stamp Father’s
Day sentiment and die cut using hexagon die. Glue to the back of the workbench
13. Workbench card can be folded flat for postage, just lift the workbench table upright
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